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As the television industry deals with overall
declines in total viewership, organizers behind
the Academy of Country Music Awards are

focused on keeping the core country music audience
coming back each year to watch the genre's biggest
stars party in Las Vegas. The ACM Awards, airing live
Sunday on CBS (8 pm Eastern), are relying on two lik-
able co-hosts, tried and true stars of the format, cross-
genre collaborations, a party vibe and new music to
keep fans tuned in.

"The audience that CBS draws to it on a weekly
basis is right dead smack in the wheel of country
music," said Jack Sussman, the network's executive
vice president of special, music and live events. "Our
audience is that audience and our job is to grow that
above and beyond the core whenever we can." After
decades of hosting the show in Los Angeles, the ACM
Awards moved to Las Vegas in 2003 and several days
of concerts, pool parties and songwriter showcases
lead up to the televised show, which gives it a loose,
fun atmosphere that artists enjoy, said R.A. Clark, an
executive producer at dick clark productions. "We are
the away game," he said. "It feels more like a party than
an awards show."

Country fans
The awards show has had positive ratings swings

in recent years. In 2013, the show was watched by 15.5

million people, according to the Nielsen company,
outdrawing the rival Country Music Association
Awards show held the previous November for the first
time. During a special 50th anniversary show in 2015
held at a football stadium in Arlington, Texas, just
under 16 million people tuned in and gave the show
its best viewership in 17 years. But viewership took a
steep drop last year to 11.2 million when the awards
show went up against "The Walking Dead" season
finale and the iHeartRadio Music Awards.

Marc Berman, editor-in-chief of the website
Programming Insider, said ratings for all television,
whether its awards shows or scripted series and even
some sports, have been declining. The CMA Awards,
the American Music Awards and the MTV Video Music
Awards have been losing viewers over the past three
years as viewership becomes more fragmented. But
Berman said he has little concern for country music
awards shows. "There is a very strong base of country
fans, I think, that are just very dedicated to country
music," he said. "They are always going to watch."

Entertainer of the year
This year's ACM lineup includes reigning entertain-

er of the year Jason Aldean, Miranda Lambert, Keith
Urban, Carrie Underwood, Chris Stapleton, Little Big
Town, Sam Hunt, Lady Antebellum, Rascal Flatts and
Kelsea Ballerini. Luke Bryan and Dierks Bentley return

as co-hosts. The announced collaborations stay pretty
squarely within the genre, such as the Backstreet Boys
performing with Florida Georgia Line on a song that
already has a lot of country airplay. Power couple Faith
Hill and Tim McGraw will debut "Speak to a Girl" from
their forthcoming duets album; Maren Morris and
Thomas Rhett will debut "Craving You," a duet from
two of the genre's hottest young stars; Reba McEntire
will sing a song from her new gospel album with pop-
ular Christian singer Lauren Daigle; and Cole Swindell
will perform with Bentley on their song "Flatliner."

"We do everything we can to keep it spontaneous,
keep it exciting, keep it surprising so that people will
be motivated to tell their friends about it as it's going
on," said Barry Adelman, another executive producer
with dick clark productions. "You don't know what's
going to happen, you don't know what somebody
might say, you don't know what might go wrong, or
happen unexpectedly. And that's what gives the show
the edge." The 52nd annual ACM Awards will air from
the T-Mobile Arena. Keith Urban is the top nominee
with seven, including a bid for entertainer of the year,
pitting him against Aldean, Underwood, Bryan and
Florida Georgia Line. — AP

ACMs play to a loyal country audience to shore up ratings

In this file photo, Jason Aldean performs at the 50th annual Academy of Country Music
Awards at AT&T Stadium in Arlington, Texas. — AP

Bob Dylan finally
to receive Nobel
prize in Stockholm

Music icon Bob Dylan will finally receive his
Nobel Literature Prize this weekend at a meet-
ing with the Swedish Academy in Stockholm, it

announced yesterday. But no media will be allowed to
cover the meeting, and the famously-reclusive Dylan
will only give a lecture required of him in a taped ver-
sion at a later date. The 75-year-old kept silent for weeks
after he was announced as the Nobel literature laureate
in October, and snubbed a ceremony in December to
receive the prize. "The good news is that the Swedish
Academy and Bob Dylan have decided to meet this
weekend," Sara Danius, permanent secretary of the
Academy, wrote in a blog post.

"The Academy will then hand over Dylan's Nobel
diploma and the Nobel medal, and congratulate him on
the Nobel Prize in Literature." She added: "The setting
will be small and intimate, and no media will be present;
only Bob Dylan and members of the Academy will
attend, all according to Dylan's wishes." Dylan is set to
perform concerts on Saturday and Sunday in
Stockholm, the first stop on his European tour.  Danius
didn't specify if the meeting would be held before or
after the concerts. 

But Dylan, the first songwriter to win the prestigious
prize, will not hold the traditional Nobel lecture during
the meeting, she said. Because the lecture is the only
requirement to receive the eight million kronor
(839,000 euros, $870,000) that comes with the prize,
Dylan will  not be handed the money during his
Stockholm visit, even though he will collect the Nobel
diploma and medal.  The lecture can take nearly any
form, including a short speech, a performance, a video
broadcast or even a song, but must be held within six
months of December 10, the date of the Nobel prize
ceremony and the anniversary of the death of its
founder Alfred Nobel. "The Academy has reason to
believe that a taped version will be sent at a later point,"
Danius said, without specifying an exact date. Previous
Nobel literature laureates have presented taped lec-
tures, including the Canadian writer Alice Munro in
2013.  Dylan, the songwriter of "Blowin' In The wind",
"Knockin' On Heaven's Door" and "Hurricane", has until
June 10 to send his lecture. 

'Standing on the moon'
When Dylan was asked in October why he did not

respond to the Academy's calls, he told the Daily
Telegraph: "Well, I'm right here."  The rock enigma later
snubbed the Nobel ceremony in December because of
"pre-existing commitments" which he never explained.
But he sent a thank-you speech that was read aloud
during the ceremony in Stockholm.  Maria Schottenius,
a literary critic and columnist at Swedish daily Dagens
Nyheter, said she believes Dylan does care about the
Nobel. But she said the glitziness of the ceremony,
attended by Swedish royal family and politicians, was
bothersome for the media-shy and anti-establishment
rock star. 

"(A) prize from the king's hand, tailcoat, the world's
finest party with a long lavish televised dinner... not his
cup of tea," she told AFP. In a humble speech read in
December, Dylan apologized for not being able to
attend the ceremony and expressed surprise over being
chosen as a laureate in the league of authors like Ernest
Hemingway and Albert Camus. "Not once have I ever
had the time to ask myself, 'Are my songs literature?'"
his speech read.  "If someone had ever told me that I
had the slightest chance of winning the Nobel Prize, I
would have to think that I'd have about the same odds
as standing on the moon," it added.  Several other litera-
ture prize winners have skipped the Nobel ceremony in
the past for various reasons.  Doris Lessing (2007) did
not attend because of her advanced age, Harold Pinter
(2005) because he was hospitalized and Elfriede Jelinek
(2004) due to her social phobia.  Each of these winners
performed their lectures that were either delivered to
Stockholm or read aloud abroad. — AFP

In this file photo, Bob Dylan per forms in Los
Angeles. — AP

Gangsta rappers N.W.A's seminal
debut, David Bowie's "Ziggy
Stardust" album and the signature

song from "The Wizard of Oz" will be pre-
served for posterity by the US Library of
Congress. The world's largest library select-
ed another 25 titles yesterday for its
National Recording Registry, which pre-
serves original copies of works found to
have historical importance. Among the
recordings was "Straight Outta Compton,"
the 1988 first album by California rappers
N.W.A who set off a nationwide storm with
their protest song "Fuck tha Police."

The Library of Congress in a statement
said the album "signaled not only a seismic
shift in rap from East Coast to West Coast
sensibilities, but also a startling socio-politi-
cal shot across the bow of the culture." Also
entering the registry were two recordings
of "Lift Every Voice and Sing," which in 1919
was declared the "Black National Anthem."
The registry picked the 1939 single "Over
the Rainbow" from "The Wizard of Oz," one
of the most celebrated songs in cinema. In
the song, Judy Garland, playing the girl
Dorothy in drab, Dust Bowl-swept Kansas,
wishes for happier times-and soon is trans-
ported in a dream sequence to Oz, a land
whose magic is symbolized by the black-

and-white film's switch to Technicolor.
The Library of Congress simultaneously

selected the 1975 cast album of "The Wiz," a
retelling of "The Wizard of Oz" which was
one of the first African American-oriented
productions on Broadway. While mostly

focused on US recordings, the registry
chose late English legend Bowie's 1972
album "The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust
and the Spiders from Mars," a path-making
concept album in which the singer plays an
androgynous alien rocker. Also selected

was Don McLean's 1971 folk-rock classic
"American Pie," which looked at the tumult
of the 1960s through nostalgia for the
1950s. McLean in a statement said he was
"proud to be an American artist who has
represented his country around the world
for almost 50 years."

"America has a vast musical heritage
which is diverse and profound. With few
exceptions American music is the whole of
popular music," he said. Other selections
included new-wave innovators Talking
Heads's 1980 album "Remain in Light,"
disco classic "We Are Family" by Sister
Sledge, a greatest hits collection by are-
na-packing rockers the Eagles and Barbra
Streisand's debut single "People" from the
musical "Funny Girl." In opera, the Library
of Congress chose leading American
soprano Renee Fleming's 1997 album
"Signatures." The registry also picked
recordings outside of music, including the
1971 debut broadcast  of  "Al l  Things
Considered," the flagship news program
on National Public Radio. — AFP

N.W.A, Bowie to be preserved by US Library of Congress

This file photo shows Inductees N.W.A. members Dr Dre, Ice Cube, MC Ren. Eric "Eazy-
E" Wright's mother Kathie Wright and DJ Yella in the press room during the 31st
Annual Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony at Barclays Center in
Brooklyn, New York.

This file photo shows musician David Bowie speaking
onstage while accepting the Webby Lifetime
Achievement award at the 11th Annual Webby Awards
at Chipriani Wall Street in New York. — AFP photos

This file photo shows ‘The Wizard of Oz’ Ruby Red
Slippers worn by Judy Garland in 1939 displayed at a
viewing at the Plaza Athenee in New York City.

"Iam completely against death," declared Claude Lanzmann,
the maker of the landmark documentary on the Holocaust,
"Shoah", who lost his 23-year-old son Felix to cancer two

months ago. His face wracked with grief, the former French
Resistance fighter insisted that at 91 he is far from finished him-
self-with a film on North Korea to complete. "Why should I stop?"
he told AFP in an interview at his home in Paris. "I still believe in
life. I love life to distraction even if often it is not very funny. "To
despair of the human race means nothing to me. When I think
about the thousand people who were there for the burial of my
son, there is nothing to despair about," he added.

Thickset and passionate, even at his lowest ebb, Lanzmann is
nothing if not a fighter. In his bestselling autobiography, "The
Patagonian Hare", he recounted how a Auschwitz survivor told
him he survived by wanting "to live with every fibre of my being,
one minute more, one day more, one month more." Truth is the
thing that keeps him going, he said-just as it did in the 11 years it
took to make "Shoah", for many the most haunting film made
about the murder of six million Jews during World War II. "If I am
unstoppable it's because of the truth, which I believe in profound-
ly," he said.  "When I look at what I did in my life, I believe that I
came to represent the truth, I never played with it."

Truth is all 
Lanzmann's extraordinary life and work is the subject of a new

French book whose title translates as "A Seer in the Century". A
friend of the philosophers Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de
Beauvoir, he became her lover and still runs their legendary liter-
ary review, Les Temps Modernes. His first act of resistance as a
Jewish schoolboy in wartime France was to refuse to write an
essay in praise of its collaborationist leader Marshal Petain. He lat-
er took to the hills to join fighters in central France ambushing
German patrols.

But it is a story against himself that Lanzmann prefers to tell, of
being "too cowardly" to stand up for a red-headed Jewish boy
who was being picked on in the playground by anti-Semitic bul-
lies.  Asked why he insists on doing himself down, he said: "It's the
truth. If I don't say it that would falsify all the rest." Lanzmann said
he was not unduly worried by rising anti-Semitism and denial of
the Holocaust-"it has never gone away"-nor is he afraid that
France's far-right National Front could win next month's presiden-
tial elections. The party's founder, the father of current leader
Marine Le Pen, has been convicted of claiming that the gas cham-
bers were a mere "detail" of history. 

Anti-Zionism 
"I think the French people are playing at scaring themselves.

But I don't think that the National Front has a chance of winning
the election," he said. But Lanzmann denounced growing "anti-
Zionist" feeling on the left in Europe as a "mask for anti-Semitism".
"To be anti-Zionist is to not want Zion to exist, to not want the
Jews who live there to exist-it is to wish them death," he said. For
now though he is struggling to finish his documentary on North
Korea, "Napalm", in time for the Cannes film festival in May. He first
visited the reclusive state in 1958 and has returned four times
since. But thoughts of his son Felix, who fought the cancer that
killed him for two years, are never far away.

"To have children is to condemn them to death," Lanzmann
told Paris Match. "We rejoice at the primal scream of a child, but it
also predicts new agony. "I clapped when I heard my son cry
when he was born. I was nearly 70 at the time. I would never have
thought that such a thing could happen to Felix. He gave us a les-
son in courage. But I still believe in life, and in myself, pegged to
this body." — AFP

The pain and defiance of 'Shoah' maker Lanzmann

Studios sprinkle 

stardust on CinemaCon

Some of Hollywood's biggest movie studios took
center stage at the CinemaCon on Tuesday-wheel-
ing out a vast array of stars to promote their

upcoming slates of blockbusters. Historic "major"
Paramount competed with new kid on the block STX for
the loudest applause at the annual Las Vegas gathering
for the "exhibition community" of theater operators and
audio and visual tech innovators.   And while Disney tra-
ditionally keeps back most of its juciest surprises for its
own D23 Expo, the studio treated delegates to a world
premiere of the latest "Pirates of the Caribbean" movie,
"Dead Men Tell No Tales." Hollywood decamps to the
Nevada desert for four days every year, taking over the
iconic Caesar's Palace hotel to show theater operators
what they can expect to be making their money from
over the following 12 to 24 months.

STX, in business for just two years, was first up, put-
ting forward legendary sci-fi director Luc Besson to pres-
ent footage from his latest adventure, "Valerian and the
City of a Thousand Planets." The 58-year-old French
auteur has made a string of hits, including "The Fifth
Element," "Leon: The Professional," "Lucy" and "Nikita."
But he said his upcoming movie has been a passion proj-
ect since he began reading the serialized 1960s comics
from Pierre Christin and Jean-Claude Mezieres on which
it is based. "There was no internet, no YouTube, nothing
and you had to wait a week to get two more pages," he
told delegates at CinemaCon. "I got totally addicted... It
was so cool at the time, really new and I never stopped
thinking about it."

'Female power' 
The $180 million "Valerian"-which comes out on July

21 -- centers on a dark force threatening Alpha, a vast
metropolis and home to species from a thousand plan-
ets. Blacks ops agents Valerian (Dean DeHaan) and
Laureline (Cara Delevingne) race to identify the maraud-
ing menace and safeguard the universe. The audience
was treated to a new trailer, a surreal but self-aware fever
dream in vivid 3-D featuring a huge, drooling CGI dog-
like monster that rips a bus apart, as well of plenty of
large Zen-like aliens and desert vistas with echoes of
Mad Max.

Numerous stars, including Jessica Chastain, Aaron
Sorkin, Mark Wahlberg and Mila Kunis took to the stage
to discuss upcoming projects in various stages of devel-
opment. Wahlberg introduced action flick "Mile 22" say-
ing he hoped it would be "the thing that defines me,"
while Kunis chatted about motherhood and the sequel to
smash-hit "Bad Moms," due for release in November.
Oscar nominee Chastain stars in "Molly's Game" as Molly
Bloom, a real-life skier who lost out on her Olympic
dream and became an organizer of underground poker
games for the Hollywood elite.

"I like that the film explores female power and
what that means in society," said Chastain, who got to
meet Bloom during production.  It was a busy day for
Wahlberg, who was among a role call of A-listers
enlisted in Paramount's afternoon presentation at a
packed Colisseum theatre.  The studio launched its
two-hour extravaganza with Dwayne Johnson and
Zac Efron fronting the segment for "Baywatch"-the
upcoming big screen adaptation of the popular 1990s
lifeguard show.—AFP

This file photo shows French writer, journalist and
movie producer Claude Lanzmann posing during a
photo session in Paris. — AFP


